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Results are presented from work aimed at demonstrating Si MOSFET technology feasibility at the

0.1pm gate-length regime. Primary objective was low power consumption and reliability.
Accordingly, a liquid nitrogen temperature design was chosen as the primary approach because it
allows for operation at reduced voltage levels. Significant accomplishments of the work were:
fabrication of NMOS devices with an extrinsic transconductance of over 94OptS/ pm, clear
observation of velocity overshoot, and reaching per-stage-delays of 13ps in ring oscillators. These
results show that it is worthwhile to pursue miniaturization down into these dimensions.
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investigations. Three of the chips served speed
measurements, while the other four housed individual
devices and various parametric test sites. Devices and
circuits were designed in multiple versions with varying
gate-lengths. These spanned from just above 0.25prm,
down to 0.07prm. Gate widths ranged from 0.5pm to
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relaxed, the vertical scaling was fully consistent with the
nominal, 0.1pm, gate-length. On all the wafers but two,

behavior was found. Characteristics strongly depended
on processing details. However, the common feature of
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source/drain (S/D) junction-edge, resulting from the use

fully operational when completed. The last
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measurements. A schematic cross section of the device
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structure, drawn to scale, is shown in Fig.
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Fig. 1. Schematic device cross section and bias levels.
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To observe the smallest features it is necessary to remove

the layers above the gate level. Fig. 2 shows an SEM
micrograph of such a stripped region.
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Fig. 3. Device terminal characteristics. Maximum V6 is
1.5V, substrate is biased at 0.6V. The 0.07p,m device
at Vo : lV has a maximum gm of over 940trr5/ pm, while
the 0.1pm has 770p,5/p,m. The room temperature gm
of these devices with 0V substrate bias is 590 and 505
lrS/ p"m respectively.

The transconductance, gm , of these devices is the highest
measured in FETs to date.
Fig. 4 gives gm as function of gate-length. The plot

Vp :0.8V, and for

was made for

V6
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each gate-length at that

peaked. This typically occurred at (Vc
The figure provides evidence for velocity

in the devices. This effect, by allowing

carriers to surpass the steady-state saturation velocity,

,

to

, provided parasitic
resistances are under control6) The evidence for
overshoot is twofold. First, there is simply the size of g.
vsar

leads

extraordinary gm

in the shortest devices. If carriers were not capable of
exceeding vsat

, then there would exist an unattainable

upper limit for the intrinsic gn'
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vsar .Cox . This

limit

is

marked on Fig. 4, and as can be seen, even the measured
Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of a poly pad leading into

a

0.07pm long gate. Metal and oxide has been removed.
The nitride sidewall spacer is clearly visible.

gm

exceeds this

limit set for the intrinsic value. The

second manifestation of velocitv overshoot is in the trend

of gn1 with gate-length. The solid line in Fig. 4 is g,
obtained by a conventional two-dimensional simulator
(FIELDAY). The curve thus shows how g,n would have
behaved in the absence of velocitv overshoot.
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Fig. 4. Measured and calculated g11at two temperatures.
The solid lines show results of conventional
two-dimensional simulations. The limit on the intrinsic
gm , vsat .Cox , is also indicated.

The deviation of the data from the steady state transport
curve is a clear sign of velocity overshoot.
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contained 2l-stage ring-oscillators. The load elements in
these circuits were enhancement mode devices with their
gates tied to an independent power supply. The widths

of the active and load devices were 5 and l.Zlpm
respectively. An SEM picture of one oscillator section is
shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Carrier drift velocity as obtained by

a

two-dimensional self-consistent Monte Carlo simulator.
Biases are: Vo =0.6V, VC :0.8V, 0V on substrate.

Fig. 6. SEM micrograph of a ring oscillator section.

The output of the ring-oscillators and chains were fed
The two-dimensional modeling also shows that the
details of the

s/D

tateral junction edge, and the extent of

the gate overlap of this region, are the most important

factors in determining gm In spite of the abrupt
junctions, these small devices inevitably become similar
in behavior to LDD devices. Such characteristic arises

on-chip into either

a

push-pull driver,

or a

source

follower. A trace of a 0.lpm gate-length ring-oscillator
is shown in Fig. 7. The 13.1ps per-stage-delay is more
than twice as fast as the previously obtained best value for

FETs, and the fastest switching time for any type of
device, including bipolars, that are made from silicon.

Summary and conclusions

that

Although evaluation is still not complete, it appears
with proper design, and with processing along

established avenues,

an FET technology at, or

below, the 0.1trr,m gate-length level is

even

possible.

Performance enhancement due to velocity overshoot was
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Fig. 7.

clearly in manifest. The measured and projected delay
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Oscilloscope trace

of a 2l

stage 0.1pm
gate-length unloaded ring oscillator. T:77K, Vno

: 1.7V, 0.6V on substrate.

The wafer on which this data was taken had a higher

times give confidence that LT MOSFETs can be
contenders even for the highest speed circuits. Together
these results show that the value of miniaturization
extends to dimensions that are smaller than what was
commonly assumed to be the case.

threshold than the nominal design called for. For this
reason the ring-oscillator performed best at high power
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